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The concept of Suppressed SUSY Charge, introduced in a recent Letter, is used here to assemble a new 
version of the SSM. This new SSM has no need for Squarks or Sleptons. It does not need spontaneous 
breaking of SUSY, so that the cosmological constant problem does not arise (at least at tree level). 
It mimics the usual non-supersymmetric Standard Model very well, and the absence of large ﬂavour 
changing neutral currents is natural. There is no need for a hidden sector, or a messenger sector, or 
explicit ‘soft’ breaking of SUSY. Spontaneous Gauge Symmetry Breaking from SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) to 
SU (3) × U (1) in the model assembled here implies the existence of two new very heavy Higgs Bosons 
with mass 13.4 TeV, slightly smaller than the energy of the LHC at 14 TeV. There is also a curious set 
of Gauginos and Higgsinos which have exactly the same masses as the Higgs and Gauge Bosons. These 
do not couple to the Quarks and Leptons, except through the Higgs and Gauge Bosons. As it stands, this 
model probably gives rise to too many W+ decays to be consistent with experiment. The Feynman loop 
expansion of this theory also needs further examination.
© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
This is the second of two papers on the topic of Chiral SUSY 
Theories with a Suppressed SUSY Charge. The ﬁrst paper was [1], 
and the results of [1] are often referred to and used here.
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (‘MSSM’) has 
been deﬁned as the minimal Model based on SUSY such that it 
contains the smallest number of new particle states and new inter-
actions consistent with phenomenology. The ‘working hypothesis’ 
here [2–4] is usually that all Multiplets are either Chiral or Gauge 
Multiplets [5–10], and that there is spontaneous breaking of SUSY, 
with some unspeciﬁed, and presently undetected, ‘hidden’ SUSY 
Action. That breaking is then manifested in the ‘visible’ MSSM by 
explicit ‘soft’ (usually massive) SUSY breaking terms added to the 
Action [2,3,10]. The form of this breaking is assumed to be com-
municated from the hidden sector to the visible sector by a mes-
senger sector, and several different messenger ideas are currently 
used. This Model has approximately 124 parameters, far more than 
the number that were needed in the Standard Model. The main 
reason for the invention of the hidden sector, and the messenger 
sector, and the large number of parameters, is that spontaneous 
breaking of SUSY implies sum rules for the masses after sponta-
neous SUSY breaking in the theory, and these are very hard to 
reconcile with experimental results, if they occur in the visible sec-
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SCOAP3.tor [10]. Another serious problem for this kind of SSM is that the 
spontaneous breaking of SUSY necessarily entails a ﬁne tuning of 
the cosmological constant to one part in 10120, or other related 
problems, when Supergravity is coupled [11,12], or a huge vacuum 
energy for the rigid theory before Supergravity is coupled.
The present paper will use a very different ‘working hypothesis’ 
to construct a very different kind of SSM. The working hypothe-
sis here is that we can replace any of the Chiral Multiplets in a 
starting Action with the new kinds of Multiplets that arise from 
the Chiral Multiplets using the methods outlined in [1]. For each 
Chiral Multiplet, there is a choice of three different new Multi-
plets. Two of these are Half-Chiral Multiplets and there is a third 
Un-Chiral Multiplet. In effect what happens is that we introduce 
certain Exchange Transformations that remove a selected set of the 
original Scalar Fields from the Action and replace them with Zinn 
Sources, while also replacing some of the original Zinn Sources 
with Antighost Fields. The details of this are set out in [1]. As ex-
plained in [1], the new Master Equation still yields zero for the 
One Particle Irreducible Vertex Functionals of the theory after this 
change, so supersymmetry is still present, though its consequences 
are changed in a major way, and in fact the Supercharge is gone 
from the modiﬁed parts.
In this paper we use the Exchange Transformations to remove 
all the Squarks and Sleptons from the SSM, and also to remove half 
of the Scalar Fields in the three Higgs Multiplets that we start with 
here. This means that the necessary parameters for the Model here le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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more real parameters for the Gauge/Higgs sector (and one more for 
SU(3) gluons). Because the Sleptons and Squarks are not present, 
there is no need for spontaneous breaking of SUSY in the Matter 
sector. No explicit breaking of SUSY, or hidden sector, or messen-
ger sector are needed. The natural suppression of ﬂavour changing 
neutral currents found in the Standard Model is restored in this 
new SSM. In addition, the vacuum energy remains zero after gauge 
symmetry breaking from SU (2) × U (1) to U (1), which holds con-
siderable promise for the cosmological constant problem set out 
in [11] and further explained in [12].
However, there are still mass degeneracies in the Higgs/Gauge 
sector in this model, and it seems very unlikely that the theory is 
viable with those in place. The two new Higgs Bosons, with mass 
13.4 TeV, predicted by the model, are not conceivably within the 
range of experimental tests at the current time, given the diﬃculty 
involved in the recent discovery of the Higgs at the much smaller 
mass of 125 GeV.
2. Organization of this paper
In this Letter we will build a fairly simple version of the SSM, 
using the Exchange Transformation idea. There are three Chiral 
Multiplets for the Higgs sector. We start with the usual pair2 of 
SU (2) ×U (1) doublets with quantum numbers ( 12 , 12 ) and ( 12 , −12 ). 
Then we add one more Chiral Multiplet in the (1, 0) representation 
of SU (2) × U (1). With these three Chiral Multiplets we can form 
two supersymmetric gauge invariant mass terms and one super-
symmetric gauge invariant Yukawa type term, assuming that the 
Action is of renormalizable type. Including the SU (2) × U (1) cou-
pling constants, we have ﬁve real parameters in the Gauge/Higgs 
sector.
We start with the Gauge Higgs sector. Then we perform Ex-
change Transformations to remove half of the Scalars from each 
of these three Chiral Multiplets, and we merge the two ( 12 , 
1
2 )
and ( 12 , 
−1
2 ) Multiplets by viewing them as a Dirac Multiplet as 
described in [1]. These are Half-Chiral Multiplets. Next all Zinn 
Sources and the new Antighosts are set to zero. This leaves a 
“Pure Field Action”. This Action has an Effective Potential made 
from the remaining Scalars in the theory. There is a nice solution 
for the Vacuum Expectation Values of those Scalars to implement 
gauge symmetry breaking from SU (2) × U (1) to U (1). The masses 
of the Z Boson, the W Boson and the Higgs Boson, and the di-
mensionless electromagnetic and weak couplings, can be taken 
from the experimental values, and then the Model is totally de-
termined (except for the Quark and Lepton sector, which is almost 
identical to the Standard Model, with parameters determined by 
experiment). One might think that this set of Higgs representa-
tions looks like it would generate more extra particles than are in 
the usual SSM. But actually there are fewer bosonic particles (and 
more fermionic particles), because the Half-Chiral Multiplets have 
only half the Bosonic degrees of freedom of a Chiral Multiplet. As a 
result, the Model predicts that there is one more neutral Higgs and 
one charged Higgs, and it also predicts their masses. Both of these 
are very heavy, approximately 13,400 GeV = 13.4 TeV. It shows 
that there are still supermultiplets, of a sort, but they have half of 
their Scalars removed from the Chiral parts.
1 These parameters are the 4 parameters of the CKM matrices, and six masses, 
for the six Quarks; and their analogue for the Leptons. These are measured and 
tabulated for the Quarks in the Standard Model on page 214 of [20]. For the Leptons 
see page 235 of [20].
2 As is well known, one needs to have two doublets ( 12 , 
1
2 ) and (
1
2 , 
−1
2 ) to give 
mass to the up and down quarks.The reason that we choose to keep half the Scalars for the Higgs 
Multiplets is that the Scalars implement gauge symmetry break-
ing from SU (2) ×U (1) to U (1) without degeneracy between Higgs 
Scalar Bosons and Vector Bosons, which otherwise will happen, if 
one just uses Chiral Multiplets for the Higgs.
The Gauge/Higgs part of the Action is introduced in Sections 3
to 12. The pure ﬁeld (i.e. no Zinn Sources) Action can be obtained 
using the ﬁeld shifts in Section 13. The kinetic and mass terms are 
of the usual kind and they were analyzed in detail in [31] and the 
result is summarized in Table 74 below. The parameters for this 
theory are obtained from the experimental results in Section 16. 
A summary of the Quark and Lepton action is in Section 17, and 
the Gauge/Higgs sector is discussed a little more in Section 18. 
In Section 19, we discuss the interesting question relating to how 
much of SUSY survives in this Suppressed SUSY Charge context, 
and why. The remaining mass degeneracies and predictions and 
issues are discussed in the Conclusion in Section 20.
3. Kinetic and Zinn Actions for Gauge theories
We introduce the following Actions for the usual SUSY gauge 
theories. The notation here was introduced in [13]:
AKinetic SU(2) =
∫
d4x
{
−χaα˙Dabαα˙χbα −
1
2
Fa
α˙β˙
Faα˙β˙ + DaDa
}
(1)
AKinetic U(1) =
∫
d4x
{
−χα˙∂αα˙χα − 12 F α˙β˙ F
α˙β˙ + D2
}
(2)
The Zinn Action for the SUSY Gauge U(1) theory is
AGauge U(1) =
∫
d4x
{
U α˙
(
iDC
α˙ + F (α˙β˙)C β˙ + ξ · ∂ χα˙
)
(3)
+ Uα
(
−iDCα + F (αβ)Cβ + ξ · ∂ χα
)
(4)
+ 
(
i
2
∂αα˙χαC α˙ −
i
2
∂αα˙χα˙Cα + ξ · ∂ D
)
(5)
+ αα˙
(
∂αα˙ω + χα˙Cα + χαC α˙ + ξ · ∂ V αα˙
)
(6)
+ K
(
V ββ˙CβC β˙ + ξ · ∂ ω
)
+ J ′ (L + ξ · ∂ η′) (7)
+ 
(
CβC β˙ ∂
ββ˙η′ + ξ · ∂ L
)}
(8)
The Zinn Action for the SU(2) SUSY Gauge theory is very similar, 
but with SU(2) rotations and an index a. Again, for the Gluons that 
bind the Quarks, we need to also add an SU(3) SUSY gauge theory, 
which is also similar.
4. Master Equation
Here we need to assemble the various Master Equations that 
are needed for the various Actions. Here is the Master Equation 
that applies to the Action in this paper:
PTotal[A] = PGauge[A] +PHalf Chiral[A] +PUn-Chiral[A]
+PSUSY[A] +PSupergravity[A] (9)
The Master Equations PHalf Chiral[A] and PUn-Chiral[A] have been 
written down in [1] for both the Majorana Half-Chiral [14] and the 
Dirac Half-Chiral [15] cases, and also for the Dirac Un-Chiral [16]
case. Here we just need to adjust them by adding the appropriate 
indices for the three Chiral Higgs Multiplets, which we will take to 
Half-Chiral form; and for the three ﬂavours of Quark and Lepton 
Left SU(2) Doublets and Right SU(2) Singlets, which we will take 
to Un-Chiral form as discussed below in Section 17.
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PGauge[A] = PU(1)[A] +PSU(2)[A] +PSU(3)[A] (10)
PU(1)[A] = (11)∫
d4x
{
δA
δU α˙
δA
δχα˙
+ δA
δUα
δA
δχα
+ δA
δαα˙
δA
δV αα˙
+ δA
δ
δA
δD
+ δA
δK
δA
δω
+ δA
δ J ′
δA
δη′
}
(12)
As usual, we need to add the Action ASUSY = −hαα˙CαC α˙ to the 
Action to close the algebra. PSU(2)[A] and PSU(3)[A] are similar to 
PU(1)[A].
It is always necessary to couple the theory to Supergravity be-
cause the parameter ξαα˙ which is needed to close the algebra is 
really the translation ghost of Supergravity, and it must be inte-
grated to derive the master equation. But that implies the entire 
apparatus of Supergravity and its Master Equation.
However here we do not go that far—we ignore all those com-
plications. The author believes that the present analysis will sur-
vive the addition of Supergravity, because the full Master Equation 
still has the simple Poisson Bracket form.
5. Covariant derivatives and rotations
Now we want to couple our Chiral Multiplets to SUSY Gauge 
theory. Here we just treat these as normal chiral Multiplets. Later 
we will convert them to Half-Chiral Multiplets. Here we will use 
the abbreviations
Dijαα˙ =
(
∂αα˙δ
i
j + i
1
2
g1Vαα˙δ
i
j + i
1
2
g2V
a
αα˙σ
ai
j
)
(13)
Dijαα˙ =
(
∂αα˙δ
i
j − i
1
2
g1Vαα˙δ
i
j − i
1
2
g2V
a
αα˙σ
ai
j
)
(14)
and
Rij =
(
−i 1
2
g1ωδ
i
j − i
1
2
g2σ
ai
j ω
a
)
Rij =
(
i
1
2
g1ωδ
i
j + i
1
2
g2σ
ai
j ω
a
)
(15)
6. The HL Chiral Multiplet coupled to Gauge theory
This is a Higgs Multiplet with quantum numbers ( 12 , 
1
2 ) of 
SU (2) × U (1), as it appears after the F auxiliaries have been inte-
grated out of the theory. The notation here was used in [1]. Using 
the abbreviations in Section 5, we can write:
AHL =
∫
d4x
{
−φαHLiDijαα˙φ jα˙HL (16)
+ 1
2
Dikαα˙HkL D
jαα˙
i H Lj + HRi
[
φi
HLδ˙
C
δ˙ +Rij H jL + ξ · ∂HiL
]
(17)
+ iHR
[
φHLiδC
δ +R ji H Lj + ξ · ∂HLi
]
(18)
+ Z α˙HRi
[
Dijαα˙H jLCα +Rijφ jHLα˙ + ξ · ∂φiHLα˙
]
(19)
+ Z jαHR
[
Dijαα˙HLiC
α˙ +RijφHLiα + ξ · ∂φHLjα
]
(20)
+ 1
2
(
−ig1χα˙φiHLα˙HLi + ig1χαφHLiαHiL − g1DHiLHLi
)
(21)
+ 1
2
(
−ig2χaα˙σ aij φ jHLα˙HLi (22)
+ ig2χaασ aij φHLiαH jL − g2Daσ aij H jL HLi
)}
(23)7. The HR Chiral Multiplet coupled to Gauge theory
This is a Higgs Multiplet3 with quantum numbers (−12 , 
−1
2 ) of 
SU (2) × U (1), as it appears after the F auxiliaries have been inte-
grated out of the theory. The notation here was used in [1]. Using 
the abbreviations in Section 5, we can write:
AHR =
∫
d4x
{
−φ jαHRDijαα˙φα˙HRi +
1
2
Dijαα˙HRiD jαα˙k H
k
R (24)
+ HLi
[
φ
i
HRδC
δ +Rij H jR + ξ · ∂HiR
]
+ iHL
[
φHRiδ˙C
δ˙ +R ji HR j + ξ · ∂HRi
]
(25)
+ ZαHLi
[
Dijαα˙H
j
RC
α˙ +Rijφ jHRα + ξ · ∂φiHRα
]
(26)
+ Z jα˙HL
[
Dijαα˙HRiCα +RijφHRiα˙ + ξ · ∂φHR jα˙
]
(27)
+ 1
2
(
+ig1χα˙φHRiα˙HiR − ig1χαφiHRαHRi + g1DHiR HRi
)
(28)
+ 1
2
(
+ig2χaα˙σ ai jφHRiα˙H jR − ig2χaασ ai jφ jHRαHRi
+ g2Daσ ai j H jR HRi
}}
(29)
8. The S Chiral Multiplet coupled to SU(2)
This is a Higgs Multiplet with quantum numbers (1, 0) of 
SU (2) × U (1), as it appears after the F auxiliaries have been inte-
grated out of the theory.
AS =
∫
d4x
{
−φaα˙
(
∂αα˙δ
ac + g2εabc V bαα˙
)
φ
cα
(30)
+ 1
2
(
∂αα˙δ
ac + g2εabc V bαα˙
)
Sc
(
∂αα˙δae + g2εadeV dαα˙
)
S
e
(31)
+ a
(
φ
a
δC
δ + g2εade Sdωe + ξ · ∂ Sa
)
(32)
+ a
(
φa
δ˙
C
δ˙ + g2εade Sdωe + ξ · ∂ Sa
)
(33)
+ Zaα˙
(
Dab αα˙ SbCα + g2εadeφdα˙ωe + ξ · ∂φaα˙
)
(34)
+ Zaα
(
Dab αα˙ S
b
C α˙ + g2εadeφdαωe + ξ · ∂φaα
)
(35)
+ g2εabcχaα˙φbα˙ Sc + g2εabcχaαφbα Sc − ig2εabc Da Sb Sc
}
(36)
9. Yukawa terms and mass terms from the superpotential
With these Chiral Multiplets we can construct only the fol-
lowing two mass terms and one Yukawa type coupling, assuming 
that the Action has the renormalizable dimensions. We are writing 
these as they appear after the F auxiliaries have been integrated 
out of the theory:
Y3 = 1
2
M3
∫
d4x
{
φaα˙φaα˙
}
(37)
Y4 = M4
∫
d4x
{
φiα˙HLφHRiα˙
}
(38)
Y5 =
√
2ig5
∫
d4x
{
σ aij S
aφ
jα˙
HLφHRiα˙ + σ aij H jLφα˙HRiφaα˙
+ σ aij HRiφ jα˙HLφaα˙
}
(39)
3 The 12 representation of SU(2) is pseudoreal so we can take (
−1
2 , 
−1
2 ) or (
1
2 , 
−1
2 )
here. We have chosen the former.
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be chosen to be real.
10. Completion Terms from the superpotential
The terms here can be found by including F auxiliaries and 
then integrating them out. This result is another application of the-
orem 1 of Section 8 in [1] relating to the integration of auxiliaries 
in the presence of the Master Equation.
ACT,L = −
∫
d4x
∣∣∣Z iHLα˙C α˙ + M4HiL + √2ig5σ aij H jL Sa∣∣∣2 (40)
ACT,R = −
∫
d4x
∣∣∣ZHRiα˙C α˙ + M4HRi + √2ig5σ aji HR j Sa∣∣∣2 (41)
ACT,G = −
∫
d4x
∣∣∣Zaα˙C α˙ + M3Sa + √2ig5σ aij H jL HRi∣∣∣2 (42)
11. Pure ﬁeld Yukawa terms
The Exchange Transformations that implement Half-Chiral the-
ories here are described and explained in [1]. There is one Dirac 
Multiplet and one Majorana Multiplet here in terms of the lan-
guage used there. Using the Exchange Transformations in [17]
for H , and [18] for S , and dropping all Zinn Sources, we make 
the substitutions:
HiL → −
1√
2
Hi; HRi → 1√
2
Hi; Sa → −i 1√
2
Ga (43)
These yield
ACT L = −1
2
∫
d4x
∣∣∣M4Hi + g5σ aij H jGa∣∣∣2 (44)
ACT R = −1
2
∫
d4x
∣∣∣M4Hi + g5σ aji HiGa∣∣∣2 (45)
ACT G = −1
2
∫
d4x
∣∣∣M3Ga + g5σ aij H jHi∣∣∣2 (46)
The sum of these, with a minus sign, is the Effective Potential for 
this theory.4
12. VEVs
This Effective Potential is positive semideﬁnite. It has two dif-
ferent zero energy conﬁgurations. One has zero VEVs and it does 
not spontaneously break the gauge group SU (2) × U (1). The other 
has non-zero VEVs, and it implements gauge symmetry breaking 
from SU (2) × U (1) to U (1). For that conﬁguration we have:〈
Ga
〉= MGδa3; 〈Hi〉= MHδi1 (48)
To get zero energy we require
MG = −M4
g5
; M2H = −
MGM3
g5
= M3M4
g25
(49)
4 The terms
−g1DHi Hi − g2Daσ aij H j Hi (47)
do not appear in the effective potential before integration of the auxiliaries, because 
they cancel between the Actions AHR Complex Half-Chiral and AHL Complex Half-Chiral when 
we pick out the pure ﬁeld parts. Similarly, the term εabc DaGbGc = 0 also does not 
contribute.13. The pure ﬁeld part of the Half-Chiral Action and the 
spectrum of masses
It is straightforward to implement the shift and canonical trans-
formation from the Chiral form to the physical Half-Chiral form of 
this Action. To get the mass spectrum we only need a small part 
of this Action. Starting with the Action above in Sections 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 10, and using [17] for H , and [18] for S , and the VEVs in 
equation (48), and dropping all Zinn Sources, we substitute the fol-
lowing
HiL →
1√
2
(
−Hi − MHδi1
)
; HRi → 1√
2
(
Hi + MHδ1i
)
Sa → 1√
2
(
−iGa − iMGδa3
)
(50)
To ﬁnd the spectrum we only need the terms that involve the 
ﬁelds, and we only need the terms which are quadratic in the 
ﬁelds. So we drop all Zinn Source terms and also set all terms 
with the Antighost η to zero, because they are not quadratic.
14. The neutral Fermions
There are ﬁve neutral Majorana Fermions in the Gauge/Higgs 
sector. The squared masses are the eigenvalues of the product of 
the matrix⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
χ χ3 φL φR φ3
χ iM1 iM1
χ3 iM2 iM2
φL iM1 iM2 iM5
φR iM1 iM2 −iM5
φ3 iM5 −iM5 M3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (51)
with its Complex Conjugate. Here we have deﬁned:
M1 = g1
2
√
2
MH ; M2 = g2
2
√
2
MH ; M5 = g5MH (52)
The ﬁve eigenvalues of this squared mass matrix are:{
0,M2Z ,M
2
Z ,M
2
HO Light,M
2
HO Heavy
}
(53)
So the masses of two of these Majorana Fermions are the same as 
M2Z , two more match the masses of the two neutral Higgs Bosons, 
and there is a zero mass Majorana Fermion.
15. The charged Fermions
The charged Fermion mass terms in the Gauge/Higgs sector 
arise after substitutions in the Action above. Collecting these to-
gether yields the matrix:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
χ1 χ2 φ
2
L φ
2
R φ
1 φ2
χ1 0 0 iM2 iM2 0 −iMG2
χ2 0 0 −M2 M2 iMG2 0
φ2L iM2 −M2 0 2M4 iM5 −M5
φ2R iM2 M2 2M4 0 −iM5 −M5
φ1 0 iMG2 iM5 −iM5 M3 0
φ2 −iMG2 0 −M5 −M5 0 M3
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(54)
where
M1 = g1
2
√
2
MH ; M2 = g2
2
√
2
MH ; M5 = g5MH ; MG2 → g2MG√
2
(55)
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Squared matrix for the charged Fermions in the Gauge/Higgs sec-
tor. It has three double eigenvalues, two corresponding to the mass 
of the charged vector Boson W+ , and one corresponding to the 
mass of the charged Higgs H+ .
16. Fitting the model to experiment
The rest of the details of the spectrum of the Gauge/Higgs sec-
tor of this theory (the Bosons) are worked out using standard 
methods [19] in the longer version of this paper in [31], and the 
result is summarized in Table 74 below. This Half-Chiral Multiplet 
Model has ﬁve parameters in the Action, namely the dimensionless 
coupling constants g1, g2, g5 and the two masses M3, M4. From 
these we have shown that there is a pair of VEVs with magnitudes 
MG , MH satisfying the equations:
MG = −M4
g5
⇔ g5MG = −M4 (56)
M2H =
−M3MG
g5
= M3M4
g25
⇔ M2H g25 = M3M4 (57)
So these two VEV magnitudes are determined by the parame-
ters M3, M4, g5.
In fact we note that
g25M
2
G = M24;M2H g25 = M3M4 ⇒
MG
MH
=
√
M4
M3
(58)
By looking at the pure ﬁeld part of the Action after the shift 
of the ﬁelds that have VEVs we can ﬁnd the following masses for 
the Z, the W and the neutral Higgs:
M2Z =
1
4
(
g21 + g22
)
M2H (59)
M2W =
1
4
g22M
2
H +
1
2
g22M
2
G (60)
M2H0 Light =
1
2
(
4M3M4 + M23 −
√
M43 + 8M33M4
)
(61)
Note that (60) is not quite the same as the Standard Model, be-
cause the formula there has the form
Standard Model : M2W =
1
4
g22M
2
H (62)
without the term + 12 g22M2G that is contained in (60). This term 
+ 12 g22M2G needs to be quite small to be consistent with exper-
iment, and that is what gives us large masses for the two new 
Higgs in this Model. In the Standard Model, and in this Half-Chiral 
Multiplet, the parameter g2 can be determined from the formula
GW√
2
= g
2
2
8M2W
(63)
where GW is the Fermi constant, and MW is the W mass. We can 
get the electromagnetic charge from the usual formula for the ﬁne 
structure constant, except that we acknowledge the running of the 
coupling constant and use the value appropriate for Q 2 = M2W , 
which is:
e1 =
√
4π
128
= 0.313329 (64)
Note that we are using this value taking into account the run-
ning of the coupling constant to Q 2 = M2W , as quoted in [21]. 
This makes all the difference for this Model. Note that we do not use the value for Q 2 = 0 here. If we did then we would get 
e0 =
√
4π
137 ≈ .302, and no solution for this Half-Chiral SSM Model 
is possible with this value. We would get an imaginary value for 
MG , which is nonsensical. This is the origin of the very high mases 
for the predicted Higgs particles, and also the reason that we only 
have three signiﬁcant ﬁgures (if that!) for those masses.
Then the parameter g1 is related to the electric charge as in the 
standard Model by
sin θW = e1
g2
(65)
and we get:
sin θW = e1
g2
= 0.313329
0.652954
(66)
Then we have
θW = 0.500499; tan θW = tan(0.500499) = 0.546951= g1
g2
(67)
and then
g1 = 0.546951g2 = (0.546951)(0.652954) = 0.357134 (68)
Now we are ready to make the predictions for the two masses 
that are determined by the parameters in this Model. They are
MH0 Heavy =
√
1
2
(
4M3M4 + M23 +
√
M43 + 8M33M4
)
(69)
and
(M+H ) = M3 + 2M4 (70)
They are not quite equal, but very close and the inaccuracy of our 
knowledge of the number in equation (64) far exceeds the differ-
ence. They are both approximately 13,400 GeV according to this 
calculation.
The above results and their numerical values are summarized 
in the following Tables 71, 72 and 73:
Table 71
Experimental and derived values of pure numbers.
e0 =
√
4π
137.03599974 e1 =
√
4π
128 θW g1 g2 g5
.302822 0.313329 0.500499 0.357134 0.652954 3.74157
Table 72
Experimental values of masses.
Known Weak Bosons (GeV) Fermi Constant (GeV)−2
MZ MH0 Light MW GF
91.1876 125.7 80.385 1.1663787× 10−5
Table 73
New derived values of masses.
VEVs (GeV) Mass Terms in Action (GeV) Predicted Higgs (GeV)
MG MH M3 M4 MH0 Heavy MH+
16.9571 245.049 13,249.8 63.4463 13,375.5 13,376.7
17. The lepton and quark sector does not need scalars
To describe the Leptons and Quarks, the best result seems to 
be available if one uses Un-Chiral Multiplets. These render spon-
taneous breaking of SUSY unnecessary in this sector, because they 
258 J.A. Dixon / Physics Letters B 761 (2016) 253–260remove the Squarks and Sleptons (the ‘Smatter’) entirely from the 
physical ﬁelds of the theory.
It is notorious that this removal is not much of a loss to the 
theorist. These Scalar partners of the Leptons and Quarks make 
the theory much more complicated, and they are responsible for 
most of the 124 parameters in the MSSM, as well as the hidden 
sector and the messenger sector, the lack of natural suppression of 
ﬂavour changing neutral currents, and the cosmological constant 
problem. Also, after considerable work, the Squarks and Sleptons 
have not been found.
To remove the Smatter, one starts with the usual Left SU(2) 
Doublets for the Quarks and Leptons, familiar from the usual SSM, 
coupled to the Higgs Multiplets HL, HR and the right handed 
Quark and Lepton SU(2) singlets through superpotential terms, 
with the CKM matrices, and their Leptonic versions, for ﬂavour co-
eﬃcients, in the usual way. The VEVs of the HL, HR Higgs used 
above in Equation (48) will give masses to the Quarks and Lep-
tons in the usual way. The Sa Higgs cannot couple to the Matter 
of course.
There is no present need to make this paper longer by writing 
this out explicitly. The Action for the Chiral Left handed Doublets 
of the Quark or Lepton are the same as in Section 6 above, with 
suitable renaming, and three ﬂavours, and a coupling to colour 
SU (3) for the Quarks. The Chiral Right handed singlets are simi-
lar but do not couple to SU (2).
The only new thing here is that we implement the appropriate 
Exchange Transformation to make these into Un-Chiral Multiplets, 
and simultaneously make the Higgs into Half-Chiral Multiplets as 
discussed above. These Un-Chiral Multiplets are simpler than the 
Half-Chiral Multiplets and both of these were described in [1]. This 
removes all the Squarks and Sleptons from the Field content of the 
theory. But they are still present as Zinn Sources in the theory, and 
the Zinn Sources  for the variation of the Squarks and Sleptons 
have become ‘Antighost Fields’ η. This is still an exactly supersym-
metric theory, and it is not possible to remove the complicated 
terms in the Zinn Action or the Antighost terms.5
Clearly this makes the Quantum Field part of the Lepton and 
Quark Sector of this kind of Model nearly identical to what it is in 
the Standard Model.6
18. The Gauge/Higgs sector does need some scalars
The situation is somewhat different for the Higgs Chiral Scalar 
Multiplets. As we saw above, here we do need to have Scalars, 
because they are needed to give rise to gauge symmetry break-
ing from SU (2) × U (1) to U (1). There is an advantage in using 
the Exchange Transformation to remove half of the Scalars from 
the Higgs Chiral multiplets to make Half-Chiral Multiplets. These 
smaller Half-Chiral Multiplets ensure that the Z Boson is not de-
generate with a neutral Higgs Boson, and that the W Boson is 
not degenerate with a charged Higgs Boson. Their VEVs also give 
masses to the Leptons and Quarks.
But no Scalar partners are needed for the Quarks and Lep-
tons. So it is easy to account for the successes of the non-
supersymmetric Standard Model, because the Squarks and Sleptons 
are simply absent from this new SSM.
5 These Antighost terms do not seem to play much of a role in the Feynman 
expansion. There are of course plenty of terms that arise in the Feynman expansion 
from the Zinn Sources, since they are coupled to the Gauge Fields and the Higgs 
Fields. All of these are needed to satisfy the Master Equation, of course.
6 The SU (3) Gluons and Gluinos also are a puzzle. Since there are no Squarks, 
the gluinos have nothing to attach to except other Gluons and Gluinos. Does SUSY 
need to be split in this sector?When we use these ‘Half-Chiral Multiplets’, the particles in the 
Gauge–Higgs sector turn out to still have some Fermi–Bose de-
generacy after gauge symmetry breaking, as was seen in the long 
analysis in [31].
19. What happens to SUSY when SUSY charge is suppressed?
Is there anything left of SUSY after the suppression of SUSY 
charge as set out in this paper and its predecessor [1]? Or is the re-
sult just another non-supersymmetric theory? The answer to this 
question is not obvious. However we do have a handle on it. As 
has been noted many times, the Master Equation is still true, in 
the modiﬁed form, for the modiﬁed theory with Suppressed SUSY 
Charge. As was pointed out in Section 4 above, the Master Equation 
is true only when the full Master Equation is used, and that nec-
essarily includes the Master Equation for Supergravity. The square 
root of the Master Equation is the nilpotent BRST operator δ, which 
combines the equations of motion for the Fields and the transfor-
mations of the Fields, along with other necessary terms involv-
ing the Zinn Sources. Its cohomology governs the renormalization 
counterterms of the theory, and using canonical transformations 
for the renormalization as in [30], this can be iterated to any num-
ber of loops.
Since the Exchange Transformations are also a very simple sort 
of canonical transformation, the cohomology of the original SUSY 
theory and the Suppressed SUSY Charge theory are closely con-
nected. The Supergravity theory is not of renormalizable type, of 
course, but at each level of the gravitational coupling constant7
there are actions which can be analyzed to see what is happening 
with SUSY. All of this requires careful analysis.
Perhaps the best conjecture is that there are two features of 
SUSY, which can be separated. The ﬁrst feature is connected with 
the equality of the number of degrees of bosonic and fermionic 
freedom, and the related non-renormalization theorems. The sec-
ond feature has to do with the constraining nature of the SUSY 
transformations, which severely restrict the Action through the 
BRST cohomology and the Master Equation. The original SUSY the-
ory has both of these features. The theory that arises from Sup-
pressed SUSY Charge has the second feature, but only part of the 
ﬁrst feature.
20. Conclusion
The Model presented here has the particles of the usual Stan-
dard Model, plus two very heavy Higgs with mass 13.4 TeV, plus 
superpartners for the particles in the Gauge Sector and the Higgs 
sector. These are ‘Gauginos and Higgsinos’. The Gauginos are the 
Photino γ˜ , the Zino Z˜ and the Wino W˜+ . The Higgsinos are the 
H˜0 Light, H˜0 Heavy and H˜+ . Each of these has the same mass as its 
superpartner and we wrote down the Fermionic mass matrices 
in [31]. Here is a summary from the older version of this paper 
in [31]:
Table 74
This model has the Standard Model for fermionic quarks and leptons plus degener-
ate masses for the gauge and Higgs sector with masses (GeV).
Bosons Photon γ W+ Z0 Higgs H0 H0Heavy H
+
Heavy
Deg. Free. 2 6 3 1 1 2
Fermions Photino γ˜ Wino W˜+ Zino Z˜0 Higgsino H˜0 H˜0Heavy H˜
+
Heavy
Deg. Free. 2 8 4 2 2 4
Mass 0 80.385 91.1876 125.7 ≈ 13,400 ≈ 13,400
7 The gravitational coupling constant κ has dimensions of length.
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ble 74) can be deduced from the detailed work on the masses 
earlier in this paper. For example, note that the Zino has two Weyl 
Fermions, and each of them has two Degrees of Freedom. These 
numbers arise because the Gauge Multiplets do not have sup-
pressed SUSY charges, but all the Higgs Multiplets are Half-Chiral.
Aside from these Gauginos and Higgsinos, and the extensive 
Zinn sector and the Antighost sector8 which do not cause any 
physical effects, the Model is nearly identical to the usual Standard 
Model,9 except that it has two extra very heavy Higgs Bosons. That 
is encouraging, because it is consistent with the precision tests of 
the Standard Model that are continually increasing.10 And to get 
to this point no spontaneous or explicit breaking or extra hidden 
sector of SUSY was needed, and SUSY is still exactly present.
We cannot avoid these Gauginos and Higgsinos, because they 
arise naturally from the need to implement gauge symmetry 
breaking from SU (2) × U (1) to U (1), with the observed masses 
for the observed Gauge Bosons and Higgs. What should be done 
with these? Can we keep them as part of the predictions of this 
theory?
In the ﬁrst place, note that the absence of the Squarks and Slep-
tons means that these Gauginos and Higgsinos do not couple to 
the Quarks and Leptons at all. So they cannot be produced by the 
particles in the Matter Sector, and they cannot decay into those 
particles either. All the Gauginos and Higgsinos would need to be 
produced in pairs, because this Model does respect R-parity. The 
Wino W˜− is the most obvious such particle to look for, since it is 
charged. The most obvious production mechanism would be pair 
production of two winos W˜+ + W˜− in e+e− collisions, and this 
would be mixed in with W Boson pair production at exactly the 
same energy. There is a problem here. The production mechanisms 
like
e+ + e− → γ → W˜+ + W˜− (75)
together with the off shell decay
W˜+ → W+ + γ˜ (76)
would yield too much W production to be consistent with the ex-
perimental results in [32].
Assuming that there are no special relations or consequences 
among the couplings here, which is not obvious, it is to be ex-
pected that the only stable Gaugino or Higgsino will be the 
Photino, which is massless. There are lots of infrared issues here, 
similar to those for the Photon in the Standard Model or Quan-
tum Electrodynamics. Those gave rise to the Block–Nordsieck treat-
ment [22], and these Photinos look like they might have similar 
issues.
This Photino is probably not a satisfactory candidate for dark 
matter, because it is hot dark matter, always relativistic, and stud-
ies indicate that cold dark matter is needed to account for the 
observed dark matter [23].
It is possible to shift some of the masses of these superpartners 
by adding more Un-Chiral Multiplets to the Gauge/Higgs sector of 
this Model, and there are lots of issues to be considered, and no 
8 There are also antighosts and ghosts of the usual kind which are needed as 
Faddeev Popov Ghosts for the various gauge theories in this model when they have 
been gauge ﬁxed. These do not seem to couple to the Antighosts that appear in the 
Exchange Transformations, even when the whole Action is coupled to Supergrav-
ity. These Exchange Transformation Antighosts seem to be quite dormant, but that 
certainly needs more investigation.
9 It is not quite identical because of the difference between equation (60) and 
equation (62). This difference is small and it is also the reason for the large new 
Higgs masses.
10 See for example [20].more will be attempted in this paper. Note however that adding 
Un-Chiral Multiplets will not change the Boson masses, and it will 
not vary the prediction of the two new Higgs masses. This is a con-
sequence of the fact that Un-Chiral Multiplets have only Fermions, 
and no Scalars. Many new experimental results are coming out, 
and they tend to conﬁrm that the Standard Model is still looking 
healthy [24–29]. This of course is consistent with the absence of 
Squarks and Sleptons and the close ﬁt of the present SUSY SSM to 
the old Standard Model. The Model raises plenty of other questions 
of course. Is it possible to modify this Model, by adding Un-Chiral 
Multiplets, or by extending it to a GUT model, so that it is consis-
tent with the known experimental evidence?
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